366       APPENDIX: ELEMENTS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA
In the vector space K(I), we denote by ex the vector (Spa)^el such that
Spa = 0 if j8 ^ a, and <5aa = 1. Clearly the family (Oas iis a basis of K(I). This
basis is called the canonical basis of K(I). If a vector space E has a basis
(ia)ael, then there exists a unique isomorphism of K(l) onto E which maps
ea to ba for each a e I (A.3.1).
(A.4.5) Z,e£ V be a vector subspace of a vector space E, and suppose that E
is generated by the union of V and the set of vectors of a finite family (xi)1^i^n.
Then there exists a subfamily (xik\^k^r which is a basis of a subspace sup-
plementary to V in E.
The integer r is defined to be the largest for which there exists a subfamily
(*ifc)i<fc<r of (xdi*i*n such ^at the sum E' of Yand the Kxik is direct. It is
enough to show that E' = E.
Suppose that E' ^E. Then there is an index J such that 1 ^j^n and
Xj $ E' (otherwise E' would contain V and all the xt, and therefore by hypoth-
esis would be equal to E). Hence we shall arrive at a contradiction if we
can show that the sum of V, the Kxtk and Kx/ is direct. So consider a relation
of the form Ixj 4- £ ^kxik + y = 0, with y e V. First of all, this implies that
k
A = 0 (otherwise Xj = —£ (/T VfcK-,c - /T V> which belongs to E'). Then the
jt
definition of (xit)i <JksSr shows that \ik = 0 for all fc, and j = 0. Q.E.D.
(A A 6)   Every vector space generated by a finite set of vectors has a basis
consisting of vectors belonging to this set.
Take V = {0} in A.4.5.
These last two results remain valid without the finiteness conditions (see
[4]), but we shall not need to use this generalization in this book.
(A.4.7)   Let E be a vector space with a finite basis (b^ ^t^n. Then every basis
ofE has exactly n elements.
It is enough to show that every other basis of E has at most n elements,
because we can then interchange the roles of the two bases. We proceed by
induction on n, the result being trivial when n = 0. Let (b'a)ael be a basis of
E, and consider an element b'y of this basis and the ray V = Kb'y of E. The
subspace V = J] KZ^ is supplementary to V in E. On the other hand,

